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Which matters more to a democratic leader seeking to stay in power: Success in the economy or success in foreign policy? When a leader wins a war and manages the economy well, such successes not only confirm the competence of a leader to the public but also boost his/her political future. The war outcome and the economy are, thus, complementary signals of leader competence
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to the public. However, which one matters more? To test this, a series of the Cox proportional hazard model are employed. The data set, Archigos, includes key information on political leaders. The data analysis covers 2049 leaders of 166 countries during the period between 1919 and 1999. I find that while victory in war and the good economy at home contribute positively to the duration of postwar tenure, victory and the economy at are complementary signals of leader competency to the public. Thus, to democratic leaders victory alone is not beneficial unless they succeed in managing the economy at home as well. This, thus, suggests that the economy at home is a more dominant signal of leader competence to victorious leaders.
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I. Introduction

If a leader is successful in managing the domestic economy and wins a war abroad, it is likely for the public at home to approve of the leader and thus increase the odds of that leader staying in power. However, when a leader fails to live up to public expectation in one way or another, which failure hurts a leader more? This paper uses the duration of postwar tenure to examine which kind of success matters more to political leaders seeking to stay in power. Postwar tenure research is noteworthy since it is a unique opportunity to investigate the aftermath of international conflicts and its effects on domestic life “after the shooting stops” (Van Raedonck and Diehl 1989, 249).

Previous research on postwar tenure considers the outcome of war as the single most important determinant of tenure duration. However, this may not be sufficient to explain the political futures of leaders. For example, only months after a victory in the Gulf